
3 Key Trends Shaping HR in the Coming Year

Are you ready?





About Me

• Chief Research Officer, Lighthouse 

Research & Advisory

• Author, Artificial Intelligence for HR and 

Talent Scarcity Host, We’re Only Human 

Podcast 

• Founder, HR Summer School

• Dad of four (12 and under)

Ben Eubanks



About our Research

Since 2016, we have surveyed more than:

8,000 Talent/HR leaders 10,000 workers
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Agenda

Addressing the 
talent shortage

Supporting the 
most critical 

workforce role

Mental health, DEI, 
and workplace 

belonging



The Talent Shortage



Poll

Why do you think it’s hard to find good talent? 
A. All the good workers are already taken

B. Personal choice: people are choosing other 
jobs or priorities

C. Gig work is consuming the jobs and workers 
who fill them

D. Who said it’s hard to find good talent? 



The Reality 
Today



The population 
replacement 
birth rate is 2.3. 

The US is 1.78. 
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Talent 
Development is 
Key to Attraction 
and Retention

The #1 reason frontline 
workers ghost employers

62% of candidates want to be 
evaluated for future potential

2 in 3 workers have quit a job 
because of a lack of growth





2 in 3 business 
leaders say that 
they are concerned 
about skills lost as 
people leave the 
workforce



Case Study: 
Audible’s Returnship
Program

• Supriya Mimani

• Learning as a Retention and 
Performance Lever

• Targets caregivers who have been 
out of the workforce for at least 
one year

• 16-week paid internship with 
potential for full-time offer



Supporting The Most Critical 
Workforce Role 



Managers are the 
tip of the spear

When it comes to critical initiatives like 
workplace flexibility, work/life balance, 

and DEIB efforts



Managers who 
understand their 
people are 6,000+% 
more likely to support 
them consistently



As the area of my knowledge grows, so 
does the perimeter of my ignorance. 

Neil deGrasse Tyson



3 Ways to Improve Manager Outcomes

Select 
the right 

ones

Enable 
them Check in



Case Study: 
Manager Circles at 
Accenture

• Kamaria Scott

• “Don’t teach managers about 
engagement. Teach them to 
be engaging.”

• Manager enablement as a 
learning focus:
• Perspective
• Practice
• Community



Employers with a strategic learning 
function are 72% more likely to say 
developing people leaders is a key 
contributor to workplace mental health.



Mental Health, DEI, and 
Workplace Belonging



More than 50 
million people
quit their jobs in 
2022



In a world of talent scarcity

Replacement is 
uncertain

Backfill costs are 
higher

A “one size fits all” 
approach won’t 

work



Employee 
Belonging

Matters

Acceptance

Respect

Appreciation





On a More 
Practical 
Level:

1.75x more 
likely to say 

they are paid 
fairly

4.5x more 
likely to 
perceive 

equitable 
treatment

2.5x less 
likely to have 
plans to quit 

their job

5x more likely 
to recommend 
their employer 

to others

Attributes of High Belonging Employees



Remote workers: 7 
in 10 have thought 
about quitting their 
job due to mental 
health and stress



98% of employers say that learning has ties 
into employee wellbeing

STRESS MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING

PROVIDING A PATH FOR 
GROWTH 

DEVELOPING CAPABLE 
PEOPLE LEADERS



The #2 Reason for Job Quits: Stress and 
Burnout 

7 in 10 workers 
would be 

interested in 
training for stress 

management

7 in 10 employers 
think that stress 

management and 
mental health 

training should be 
mandatory for all 

staff



Case Study: “Let’s 
Talk” Day at Bell

• Monika Mielnik, Director of 
DEI and Mental Health

• 1/3 of Canadian disability 
claims are related to mental 
illness

• Reduced STD claims by 20% 
and recurrences by 50%



Key Takeaways

• Talent development and mobility are 
key tools for tackling the talent 
shortage 

• Managers are a critical leverage 
point: support and enable them for 
broader impact

• DEI, wellbeing, and other highly 
personal aspects of work can help us 
reach people on a deeper level



Learn more and 
download the first 
chapter of Talent 
Scarcity free at:

TalentScarcity.com



Data Driven, People Focused



Contact me: 

research@LHRA.io

Questions?

Get our latest research

LHRA.io/access

mailto:research@LHRA.io
https://lhra.io/access
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